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Experimental Confirmation of an HF Channel Model Abstract-Specially designed HF ionospheric propagation measurements were made and analyzed to confirm the validity and bandwidth limitations of a proposed stationary HF ionospheric channel model. In the model, the input (transmitted) signal feeds an ideal.delay line and is delivered at several taps with adjustable delays, one for each resolvable ionospheric modal component. Each delayed signal is modulated in amplitude and phase by a baseband tap-gain function, and the delayed and modulated signals are summed (with additive noise) to form the output (received) signal. Statistical specifications for the tap-gain functions involved three hypotheses: 1) that each tap-gain function is a complexGaussian process that produces Rayleigh fading, 2) that the tapgain functions are independent, and 3) that each tap-gain function has a spectrum that in general is the sum of two Gaussian functions of frequency, one for each magnetoionic component. Statistical tests were performed on daytime and nighttime measurements confirming the validity of the three hypotheses, and thereby the validity of the model. For practical applications, the model can be considered valid over a bandwidth equal to about one fourth of the reciprocal of the effective (weighted) time spreads on the ionospheric modal components. The model should be useful both in theoretical analyses of communication system performance and for channel simulator designs.
INTRODUCTION
T WO METHODS are commonly used to evaluate the performance of H F radio communication systems: theoretical analyses and experimental measurements. Both are desirable, and each has its advantages and limitations.
I n theoretical analyses of system performance, a variety of H F channel models have been used. Usually the model consists of a single path with either no fading or slow (nondistorting) Rayleigh fading, although increasing attention is being given to more realistic channel models that incorporate time-spread (multipath) distortion and/or frequency-spread (fading) distortion [l] - [S] .
Experimental measurements of system performance have usually been made over actual ionospheric links, but they are usually difficult both to obtain and to apply.,Most of the difficulties can be avoided when experimental measurements are made with-a stationary channel simulator in the laboratory. Consequently, there has been a rapidly growing interest in the development of H F channel simu- lators [9] -[all. While channel simulator measurements can never completely replace on-the-air measurements, they have a number of substantial advantages.
System performance evaluations obtained from theoretical analyses and experimental measurements on a channel simulator have one thing in common: both are based on H F channel models that can be described mathematically. The number and variety of the models that have been used' in theoretical and experimental work is surprising (e.g., the 13 channel simulators referenced previously are based on 11 different channel models). While an unproven channel model can provide very useful information, results must be used with. caution; they may not be typical of the HF medium. Preferably, both for theoretical analyses and as the basis for simulator designs, one krould like a mathematically tractable channel model that is known to be a valid representation of t h e H F medium for as large a percentage of typical H F links as practical. But some of the detailed characteristics of the ionosphere needed to specify such a channel model have not been available. Therefore, we undertook a program in 1965 to develop specialized propagation measuring equipment, to obtain measurements of some typical ionospheric channels, and to analyze the measurements t>o determine the validity and bandwidth limitations of a proposed channel model (exclusive of additive noise). The model we .proposed, the measurement and analysis methods we used, and the results we obtained are the subject of t,his paper.
CHANNEL M O D E L
H F ionospheric channels are nonstationary in both frequency and time, but if consideration is restricted to band-limited channels (say, 10 kHz) and sufficiently short times (say, 10 minutes), most channels are nearly stationary and can be adequately represented by a stationary model. The ionosphere exhibits another fortunate characteristic: in a substantial percentage of the channels, propagation is over a limited number of relatively discrete modes. These characteristics allowed us to select the stationary channel. model illustrated in Fig. 1 -Tapped Deloy Lme I
Gl(t)--(iX)
I Fig. 1 . Channel model.
(the ordinary and extraordinary magnetoionic components of both the low and high rays); all four when present are not necessarily resolvable. Any pair of components is resolvable only when their differential propagation time is greater than about one fourth of the reciprocal of the bandwidth of interest. Consequently, for bandwidths as large as 10 kHz, the two magnetoionic components in the low ray are usually not resolvable, and a single tap will serve both components. When present, the high ray is usually sufficiently delayed .from the low ray to be resolvable and therefore require a t least one additional tap (unless the bandwidth is very small), and often the two magnetoionic components in the high ray are resolvable, requiring a pair of taps.
The channel model of Fig. 1 is a general model until the characteristics of the tap-gain functions are specified. An infinite variety of specific models is possible. All but one of the previously referenced channel simulators [15] are stationary and based on this same general model, but with 'two exceptions, all in general use different specifications for (G,(t) 1. Before describing our own specific model, several mathematical descriptions of the general model will be defined.
The time-varying frequency response of the model can be seen to be
where i is an integer that numbers the tap or path, ~i i s the time delay on the ith'path, and n is the total number of paths.
Since { G i ( t ) ] and H ( f , t ) are random processes, they must be described in statistical terms. One such description for each tap-gain function is the tap-gain correlation function
where E means the expected or mean value and the asterisk denotes a complex conjugate. Then the tap-gain spectrum is defined as the Fourier transform on At of the tap-gain correlation function
where F indicates the Fourier transform.
[22]- [24] . The channel correlation function is
The channel can also be described in a similar way
which, for the general model of Fig. 1 , becomes the following : 
i=l where 8 (~) is the Dirac delta function.
Since G i ( t ) and H ( f , t ) are dimensionless, C i (At) and R ( Af,At) are also dimensionless, but with zero arguments they can be viewed as power ratios (or attenuations). C,(O) is the ratio of the output power delivered by the ith path to the channel input power, and R(0,O) is the ratio of the channel output power to the channel input power. Then vi(.) and S ( T , V ) are power-ratio density functions; vi(v) is the ratio of the output power per unit frequency offset over the ith path to the channel input power, while S ( T , Y ) is the ratio of the channel output power per unit frequency offset per unit time delay to the channel input power.
While the choice of the general model of Fig. 1 was relatively easy, the choice of a specific model was less so. Measurements by Shaver et al. [25] indicat,ed that most channels have zero-mean complex-Gaussian statistics, but it is possible that near-Gaussian channel characteristics might be produced by several modes of comparable strength, each of which does not have Gaussian statistics. Measurements on individual modal components by Balser and Smith [26], however, showed the majority produced Rayleigh fading (implying zero-mean complex-Gaussian characteristics), and this is supported by measurement)s of Boys [27] . We therefore decided that each tap-gain function in the specific channel model should be an independent zero-mean complex-Gaussian function with Rayleigh amplitude and uniform phase density functions.
In addition, we needed to specify the tap-gain spectrums. Since data were not available on the shapes of the spectrums, we arbitrarily chose a Gaussian shape for each magnetoionic component. The subsequent measurements and analyses showed this choice was a good one. Even when a single tap or path can be used for the two magnetoionic components, such as for the low ray, two Gaussian spectrum components were still used, because measurements by Davies [28] and Shepherd and Lomax [29] had shown that the two components can be resolved in frequency. This two-component tap-gain spectrum is illustrated in Fig. 2 . Six parameters define it: the power ratios of the two magnetoionic components Csia(0) Fig. 2 . Tap-gain spectrum in channel model. frequency shifts and frequency spreads of the two magnetoionic components are approximately equal and they appear as one, only single Gaussian function is required in the tap-gain spectrum. When sep.arate taps are used for the two components in the high ray, each fap-gain spectrum of course is a single Gaussian' function.
TO be explicit, the specific channei model that we selected had independent tap-gain functions, each of which is defined in general by Gsia( t ) and G s i b ( t ) are two independent complex (bivariate) -Gaussian stationary ergodic random processes, each with zero-mean values and independent quadrature components with equal rms values and identical spectrums. Specifically, if G,i,(t) is defined in terms of .its real and imaginary components by then ysca ( t ) and gsia ( t ) are independent real Gaussian processes with the following single-time joint density function:
where Csia(0) is the autocorrelstion of (8) at At = 0 and specifies the ratio of the channel output power delivered by the magnetoionic component to the channel input power. Furthermore, the spectrums of g s i a ( t ) and gsia(t) are equal:
Because g , i , ( t ) and gsia(t) are independent in (8), G,;,(t) has a spectrum that is the sum of the identical spectrums of g s i a ( t ) and gsia(t) and it has even symmetry about v = 0. Therefore, exp ( j%v,iat) was included with Gsi,(t) in (7) to provide the desired frequency shift vSia for this magnetoionic component. With the a subscript replaced by b, (8)-(10) also apply for the other magnetoionic component, the last tterm in (7).
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The tap-gain correlation function corresponding to (7) is
a,nd the tap-gain spectrum is where Equation (12), of course, is illustrated by Fig. 2 .
Since the stationary specific model we selected was a Gaussian-scattering model, the preceding specifications completely define it; no additional statistical descriptions are necessary. 'It can be seen that the model involves three assumptions: 1) the Gaussian-scattering hypothesis, that each tap-gain function is a complex-Gaussian process; 2 ) the independence hypothesis, that each tap-gain function is independent; and 3) the Gaussian-spectrum hypothesis, that each tap-gain'spectrum in general is the sum of two Gaussian functions of frequency. The purpose of our propagation measurements 'and analyses was to test the validity of these three hypotheses and to determine the practical bandwidth limitations of the.mode1 for typical channels. Because the discrete'paths in the model oniy approximate the resolvable ionospheric modal components with nonzero time spreads, 'the model, strictly speaking, can be valid only over an arbitrarily small bandwidth. Practically, however, as will be shown, it can be considered valid over a larger bandwidth B that is inversely proportional to the amount of time spreading on the resolvable ionospheric model components represented by each tap. nJEASUREhlENTS A hybrid time-and-frequency-domain method was used to obtain propagation measurements. In the transmitter, an accurate cesium-beam frequency standard was used to generate a carrier that was amplitude modulated to obtain coherent pulses with near-Gaussian envelopes of 50-ps duratidn at a 200-Hz rate. The same reference -was used to generate 11 CW signals (tones) of equal amplitude a t frequencies that coincided with il of the spectral components of the pulses. The spectrum of the composite signal is illustrated in Fig. '3 . The 11 tones were symmetrically spaced in a 9.6-kHz band about the carrier frequency fa and were numbered fi,j2,. --,fk, --,jll. The low-level composite signal was amplified linearly to a 5:kW peak power level and transmitted over a sloping V antenna with a broad vertical pattern that covered the takeoff angles of the expected ionospheric modes. The signal was received over a sloping V antenna with the same broad vertical pattern. In the receiver, each of the 11 tones (with delays and modulation imposed by the ionospheric channel) was separated and heterodyned to a second IF of 80 Hz, using local oscillator signals derived from a rubidium frequency standard. The received signal mas also passed through an ll-notch filter that removed the 11 tones, and the resulting pulses were envelope detected and compared against a 200-Hz reference derived from the rubidium standard to obtain measurements of { T~) .
The 80-Hz IF tones were FM recorded on an analog tape recorder with an 80-Hz reference signal ( a composite of sine and cosine square waves) from the rubidium standard. During later playback, the reference signals were used to detect each of the 11 IF tones to obtain the real and imaginary components of the time-varying frequency responses of the measured channel H,( f k , t ) at the 11 values of fk. The detection bandwidth was 8 Hz, an order of magnitude greater than needed. The 22 real baseband functions were sampled a t either 3.125 or 6.25 Hz, converted to digital form, and tape recorded for computer analysis. The analog-to-digital (A-D) conversion of the data changed the set of complex functions that were continuous in time H,( f k , t ) to a corresponding set of sequences H,( f&) with r an integer that consecutively numbers the equally spaced sampling times.
All portions of the measuring system (including the A-D conversion and computer programs) were thoroughly tested prior to the measurements. The measurement errors in the entire system (primarily wow and flutter from the analog recorder) were more than 30 dB below the rms level of H , ( f k , t r ) .
Propagation measuremenh were made over a 1294-km link between Long Branch, Ill. (40'13' N, 90'01' W), and Boulder, Colo. (40'08' N, 105'14' W) . Nighttime measurements mere made on 5.864 MHz and daytime measurements on 9.259 MHz, both sufficiently below the predicted maximum usable frequency to make it probable that both one-and two-hop modes would be seen. While the system held calibration extremely well, the calibration was checked about once an hour to ensure accurate measurements. About 7 hours of recorded nighttime measurements and 10 hours of daytime measurements were obtained during three periods in November, 1967. Continuous strip-film recordings of an oscilloscope intensity presentation of the received pulses were made and subsequently visually examined to select data for analysis.
Avoiding times near sunrise and sunset, when propagation conditions were changing rapidly, samples were selected that appeared typical and reasonably stationary. Three of these samples of 10-to 13-minute duration from day and night measurements were analyzed. In the description of the results, these samples will be designated 11, 12, and 13.
Deterministic Fit
The time-varying frequency response of the measured ionospheric channels can be described by
is a function of frequency because of the nonzero time spread on the ionospheric path about its mean time delay ~i . But our model specified discrete paths with tap-gain functions { G,i ( t ) ] that were independent of frequency (i.e., the time-varying response of our model in (1) could match the ionospheric response in (14) only over an arbitrarily small band). ' To test the validity of our model, therefore, we wanted to obtain the response on each ionospheric mode at a single frequency, for example, { G,i( f 6 , t r ) ]. While our measurements of H,( f k , t r ) did not supply {G,i ( f6,tr) ) directly, approximations were obtained for each t, by deterministically fitting the frequency response of the general model to that of the measured channel in a least-squares manner over a limited bandwidth Bd centered on the carrier frequency f6. This was done by solving the set of 21 + 1 linear equations The solutions for { Gdi (t , . ) } were therefore approximations of ( G , i ( f & ) } and defined a deterministic channel with a response H d ( f k , t , ) that was a least-squares approximation of H , ( f k , t r ) .
For the solutions { G d i ( t + ) ) to be accurate approximations of { Gmi( fs,tr) 1, it was necessary to observe two con- 
(17)
The magnitudes of the latter deterministic tap-gain function errors will be comparable, and each will be proportional to 1 Gmi( f&) I for path one (if G,i( f&) = 0, (16) and (17) will be zero). The error component in each Gdi(tr) consequently will vary in time according to path one, and the error components in the various Gdi(tr) .will be highly correlated with each other and with the tapgain function for path one. In an actual ionospheric channel, where all of the ionospheric modal components have nonzero time spreads, each Gdi(tr) will have a number of error components, one from each of the other paths, whose magnitudes are proportional to the strengths and time spreads of the corresponding paths. As a result of this crosstalk, tap-gain function solutions for weak paths contain the largest fractional amount of undesired crosstalk from the other paths, with the strongest crosstalk coming from the strongest path.
In a similar way, errors of measurement will introduce errors into {e&(&) ) that increase very rapidly when B d becomes too small. Such errors in each Gdi(t7) are highly correlated with the errors in the other solutions, and their fractional size is also inversely related to the strength of the path. I n our analyses of the three samples of data, we obtained a measure of the errors in the deterministic fit by (0), c s i b ( O ) , vSia, V s i b , usia, and U s i b ) we first equated the path power ratios :
and then fitted C,i(At) to Cdi(At) by least squares; i.e., I C8i( At) -Cdi( At) l2 was minimized over the interval in
At in which the values of Cdi ( A t ) were large enough to be significant.
Hypotheses Tests
Successive values of Gdi(t,) were highly correlated for each path, because the sampling rate was many times greater than the frequency spread (fade rate) on each path. It was therefore necessary to estimate the effective number of independent values in each Gdi(tr), in order to test the Gaussian-scattering, independence, and Gaussianspectrum hypotheses. For each path, the effective number of independent values was computed from
where B,i is the statistical bandwidth [30] of the path and t, is the duration of the sample. The six optimum parameters obtained for Csi (At) in the statistical fit were used to compute the statistical bandwidth. The justification for this estimate will not be presented but is available [31].
To test the Gaussian-scattering hypothesis for each path in each sample, the linear phase component was removed from G, i (t,.) , and amplitude and phase histograms were computed for the modified function. A chi-square test It can be argued that a function may have a Rayleigh amplitude distribution and a uniform phase distribution and yet not be complex-Gaussian, as defined by (7)-(10). While hypothetical functions of this type can be defined, the probability of such functions occurring in any natural physical process is extremely small. If a natural process exhibits a Rayleigh amplitude and a uniform phase distribution, it may be considered certain that the process is complex-Gaussian.
To test the independence hypothesis, the tap-gain functions { Gdi(tr) ) were cross correlated using where the bars above the tap-gain functions indicate they were normalized [cd;(o) = C d l ( 0 ) = 11. If the paths in the ionospheric channel were independent, the estimate from (22) would still be greater than zero because of the finite number of values in the sample. For independent complex-Gaussian tap-gain functions, it mas shown [31] that I riz j would have very nearly a Rayleigh distribution, and that a conservative estimate of the rms value of this distribution would be
where 7 n e i L is the larger of n?,i and nlcl, which are the effective numbers of independent values in paths i and 1, respectively. For a valid hypothesis, I Til I would exceed 1 . 5 2~~ with a probability of 0.1; therefore,
was computed, and I f i l I 5 1 was used as a criterion of acceptance that the tap-gain functions were uncorrelated and consequent'ly independent if the Gaussian-scattering hypothesis had been shown to be valid.
To test the validity of the Gaussian-spectrum hypothesis for each path, a statistical test was performed on Since a tap-gain spectrum is the Fourier transform of the corresponding tap-gain correlation function, 1 ACi ( A t ) 1 was a measure of how well each tap-gain spectrum in the model fitted the corresponding spectrum in the ionospheric channel. However, even if the path spectrums in t8he ionospheric channel were each composed of either one or two truly Gaussian components, a nonzero difference in the spectrums, and consequently in 1 ACi( At) 1, would be expected because of the finite number of values in the sample. The distribution of ACi( At) for valid Gaussianscattering and Gaussian-spectrum hypotheses was derived [31] and shown to be complex-Gaussian with unequal quadrature components. I t s magnitude (25) varied from the right half of a zero-mean Gaussian distribution at At = 0 to a Rayleigh distribution as Csi( At) -+ 0. For both of these limiting cases, the rnls value was €ci = 1 / ( U L e i ) 1 ' 2 .
(26)
While rrns values a t intermediate values of At were not known, they were assumed to be the same. For each path yi the rrns value of 1 A C , ( A~) j over its significant interval was computed. Since 1 A C i ( A t ) I would exceed 1 . 6 4~~~ for a half-Gaussian distribution and 1.52eci for a Rayleigh distribution with probabilities of 0.1, Ti = ~i / ( 1.56,i) (27) was cornputled, and Ti 5 1 was used 2s a criterion of acceptance for t'he Gaussian-spectrum hypothesis.
Badwidth Linzitatiom
Since the statistical tests that, were made to confirm the validity of the three hypotheses, and thereby the validity of the channel model, were based on measurements made over a bandwidth f?d in which the individual ionospheric path responses { Gmi ( Jk,tr) ] were reasonably constant, confirmation of the model implied that it was valid over this bandwidth. However, the model can be considered valid over a larger bandwidth B without introducing excessive error. To determine the limitation on B imposed by the nonzero time spreads on the ionospheric paths, for each sample we computed the channel correlation function for the ionospheric channel along the Af axis from 
The corresponding channel correlation function for the model R,( Af,O) was computed from (13) and (5), using the values of Csia (0) and Csib(0) obtained in the statistical fit. The discrepancies in the two channel correlation functions were computed from
I n each sample, the values in (29) fluctuated about a linear component that increased from zero as Af increased from zero. The va,lue of A j a t which the linear component became 0.2 was arbitrarily selected as a reasonable measure of the bandwidth B over which the model might be considered valid. To determine this bandwidth, a hypothetical ionospheric channel was assumed in which each path had the same time spreading with a Gaussian distribution of standard deviation p. For this channel, it was shown that the 0.2 correlation would occur when Af was about one fourth of the reciprocal of the time spreads 2 p . Therefore,
was used to determine 2p, the effective time spreads on the ionospheric paths.
Channel Characteristics
As a matter of interest, several statistical descriptions of the fitted channel model were computed for each sample. The relative channel time delay 7, is defined as the first moment of the normalized channel scatter function s, (T,v)/R,(O,O) with respect to time:
and measures the weighted average of the path time delays relative to an arbitrary 7 = 0. The channel time spread 2p, is defined as two times the square root of the second central moment of the normalized channel scakter function with respect to time:
and measures the effective time spread in the channel. The channel frequency shift v, and the channel frequency spread 2a, were computed in an analogous way with respect to frequency, except a true v = 0 reference was used.
RESULTS
Descriptions of the measurements, results of the analyses, and characteristics of the channel in each sample of data, 11, 12, and 13, are presented in Table I . The results of the analyses for the individual paths in each sample are presented in Table  11 . Each sample will be discussed in turn.
Sample I1
The first sample of data was obtained from daytime measurements when low rays of three modes were present (lE, lF, and 2F) with the relative time delays listed in Table 11 . An examination of { C d i ( At) } showed that only the 1E mode exhibited a significant separation of the magnetoionic components in frequency. In the statistical fits of C,i( At) to Cdi( A t ) , therefore, two magnetoionic components were specified for path one in the channel model and single components for paths two and three. The resulting optimum parameters for each path in. the channel model (power ratios, frequency shifts, and frequency spreads) are listed in Table 11 . It can be seen that each magnetoionic component in the 1E mode had a frequency spread on the order of 0.01 Hz, corresponding to a very slow fade rate. As a result, the effective number of independent values in the sample for path one was only 30, as listed in Table 11 . The frequency spreads on the 1F and 2F modes were about an order of magnitude larger, making the effective number of independent values for these paths correspondingly larger. Consequently, one would expect the error in -the fit of C,i( At) to Cdi( A t ) to be noticeably less for the second and third paths than for the first path, as was the case.
In the results of the chi-square tests of the Gaussianscattering hypothesis that are listed in Table I1 for each path, the first value is for the Rayleigh amplitude distribution test, and the second is for the uniform phase distribution test. Since all normalized chi-square values for I1 were less than one, the Gaussian-scattering hypothesis was accepted as valid for this sample. The normalized tap-gain correlation function error ~i was less than one for two paths and only slightly greater than one for the third path. Since the probability is fairly high (about 0.3) that one or more of the three values would exceed one for a valid Gaussian-spectrum hypothesis (assuming a valid independence hypot'hesis) , the Gaussian-spectrum hypothesis was accepted as valid for Sample 11. Since 1 T i l 1, the normalized cross correlation between the ith and lth tap-gain functions, was less than one for all combinations, the independence hypothesis was also accepted as valid for 11.
To determine the bandwidth over which the channel model might be considered reasonably valid, we computed Table I .
Sample

I2
The second sample of data was taken about 1 hour later than I1 and differs primarily in the presence of a weak M mode that was not present in 11. (An M mode is a downward reflection from the F layer, an upward reflection from the E layer, and a second downward reflection from the F layer.) Again, only the 1E mode showed a frequency separation of the magnetoionic components, n e c e d a t i n g two components in the channel model. To illustrate the errors in the fits of C , i ( A t ) to Cdi( A t ) , .these functions (normalized) are presented in The tapgain spectrums { V ,~( V ) } corresponding to the tap-gain correlation functions ( C , i ( A t ) } are illustrated in Fig. 8 , where the Gaussian functions appear as parabolas because of the logarithmic ordinate.
It is interesting to note the agreement between the frequency shifts and frequency spreads of the M and 2F modes in Table I1 and the corresponding agreements between the tap-gain correlation functions and tap-gain spectrums. This might be expected because the two Flayer reflection points on the M mode geographically were relatively close to those of the 2F mode, and the addi- 4 0.68,0.11 0.66 tional frequency shift and frequency spread imposed on the &I mode by its upward reflection from the E layer were relatively small.
Since the normalized chi-square values for 12, as listed in Table 11 , were all less than one, the Gaussian-scattering hypothesis was accepted as valid for 12. Since three of the four normalized tap-gain correlation errors {Ti\ were less t,han one, and the probability that one or more would be greater than one for a valid Gaussian-spectrum hypothesis was about 0.34 (assuming independence) , the Gaussian-spectrum hypothesis was accepted as valid for 12.
Four of the normalized cross correlations between the tap-gain functions were considerably greater than one (pairs 1, 3; 1,4; 2,4; and 3,4) , which indicates these pairs of modes were significantily correlated. However, it seems likely that these indications are false and that the numbers are excessively high because of crosstalk. It is known that crosstalk will cause the highest erroneous cross correlations both between a strong mode and a weak mode and between two weak modes. Since the large cross correlation values follow this pattern, we decided that the cross correlation results could not be trusted, and that the independence hypothesis test was inconclusive. The probable reason the crosst,alk was large in I2 and not in 11, which had an equal value of BdJ was because of the 50 percent greater effective path time spreads 
Sample I3
The third sample of data was obtained from nighttime measurements when three paths were present whose identity is not certain. Since ( c d i ( A t ) ) clearly showed that the magnetoionic components were significantly separated in frequency on all three modes, two components were used for each of the three paths in the statistical fits. The resulting optimum power ratios, frequency shifts, and frequency spreads are listed in Table  11 . The tap-gain correlation functions for path i = 1 are illustrated in Fig. 10 . The tap-gain spectrums for the channel model for all three paths are presented in Fig. 11 and show that the power ratios and frequency spreads for the two magnetoionic components in each path are approximately equal.
Since the normalized chi-square values for I3 in Table  I1 were all less than one, the Gaussian-scattering hypothesis was accepted as valid. The normalized tap-gain correlation errors (yi} obtained from the statistical fit also were all less than one, so the Gaussian-spectrum hypothesis was accepted as valid for Sample 13. One of the three normalized cross correlations I FZ3 I between the two weakest paths was somewhat greater than one. However, the relatively large error in the deterministic fit (I 8 I/ lBm I = -8.2 dB) indicated that the crosstalk for this sample was sufficiently large to cause an erroneously high cross correlation for paths two and three despite their fairly large relative power ratios. For this reason, and because for a valid independence hypothesis in the absence of crosstalk, the probability that one or more normalized cross correlations would be greater than one was fairly high (0.3), we concluded that the independence hypothesis was valid.
The linear component in 1 Al?(Aj,O) I was found to have a value of 0.2 a t Af = B = 2.5 kHz, with a resulting effective path time spread of.100 ps. These and other computed channel characteristics for I3 are listed in Table I . To make certain that the relatively large rms error in the deterministic fit in 13 mas caused by the relatively large effective path time spreads of 100 IS, we partially reanalyzed the I3 measuremenk, using a smaller value of Bd = 2.0 kHz. The resulting rms error in the deterministic fit was I 8 I/] I?, I = -24.1 dB. This probably was a more nearly optimum choice for Bd because of the large effective path time spreads, but a time limitation prevented the complet,ion of the analyses with this smaller value of Bd. In all of the analyses our fear was that we would select a value of Bd that was too small: while the computation of the rms error in the deterministic fit was a good indication of excessive crosstalk because Bd was too large for the effective path time spreads in the channel, we had no corresponding test to determine whether excessive crosstalk was likely because Bd was too small.
CONCLUSIONS
Based on the measurements and analyses, we concluded. 1) Within the inherent limitations of the measuring and analysis techniques, it was shown for the measured ionospheric channels that the Gaussian-scattering, inde-penderice, and Gaussian-spectrum hypotheses were valid, thereby making the proposed stationary channel model valid.
2 ) Based on the effective number of independent values, the reliability of the conclusions of validit,y for the Gaussian-scattering and Gaussian-spectrum hypotheses was greatest for the daytime F-layer modes (IF, 2F, and M ) , and least for the daytime E-layer mode ( I E ) .
3) For practical applications, the channel model can be considered valid over a bandwidth that is approximately one fourth of the reciprocal of the effective time spreads o n the ionospheric paths. For the measured ch'annels, these bandwidths were 2.5 kHz for the nighttime sample to a maximum of 12 kHz for the'daytime samples. If the time spreading on each measured nighttime path was caused primarily by the differential propagation time between the two magnetoionic components, the model would be d i d over a largeT bandwidth if separate taps mere used for each magnetoionic component.
4)
In the measured channels, the frequency.spreads on the two magnetoionic components of the low ray in the daytime F-layer modes were approximately equal and large compared to their differential frequency shifts, making only a single Gaussian function necessary in the tapgain spectrums in the model. On the daytime E-layer-only modes and all of the nighttime modes, the frequency spreads on the magnetoionic component pairs were comparable to the differential frequency shifts, making two Gaussian functions necessary in the tap-gain spectrums in the model. 5) When two Gaussian components were required in a tap-gain spectrum, their power ratios were comparable, and their frequency spreads were approximately equal. This suggests that the model might be simplified by equating the power ratios and the frequency spreads of the two magnetoionic components. 6) Since other measurements and analyses have shown HF modal components usually exhibit Rayleigh fading, and since components with time spreads comparable to the measured paths are common, it appears reasonable to assume that the stationary channel model is valid for practical bandwidths for a large percentage, if not a majority, of typical HF ionospheric channels. 7 ) Additional measurements and analyses are desirable for other frequencies and links of different lengths and geographical locations to determine the conditions under which the model remains valid and the conditions under which modified or alternate models are necessary.
